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0. Introduction 
Since Optimality Theory is a highly output-oriented grammatical theory, the 
strongest hypothesis is that all systematic, language-particular patterns are the 
result of output constraints, and that there is no other place from which such 
patterns can derive. In particular, input is not a level of derivation that can be 
constrained. This principle is known as Richness of the Base hypothesis, and it 
states that there are no constraints on the input structure of words, and that all 
linguistic constraints are statements on the surface structure only. In other words, 
Richness of the Base attributes all systematic phonological patterns to constraint 
rankings, not to difference in inputs. 
For example, the fact that no English words end in [h] cannot derive from a 
restriction on English lexicon forbidding [h]-final morphemes. Rather, it must be 
the case that English grammar forces all its outputs to obey the prohibition on 
final [h]. It means that even ifthere were an h-final lexical entry in English, which 
would provide an [h]-final input, the corresponding output of the English 
grammar would never be [h]-final. Therefore, the absence of [h]-final words in 
English must be explained within OT by a grammar - a ranking of constraints -
with the property that no matter what the input, the output of the grammar will not 
be [h ]-final. In particular, the OT analysis of English must consider a set of inputs 
to the grammar (the base) that is as rich as possible: the base consists of all 
universally possible inputs, including those that are [h]-final, those that contain 
lateral fricatives, those that have lexically marked tone and so on. 
In this paper, I consider some consonant gradation facts from a Uralic 
Samoyedic language Nganasan, and argue that (at least the strict interpretation of) 
the Richness of the Base hypothesis runs into problems when we deal with full 
range of relevant data from this language, namely isolated words, compounds, and 
borrowings. 
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1. Principles of Consonant Gradation1 
Let us begin by defining what consonant gradation is, and how it works in this 
particular language. The grade alternation, or gradation, of consonants is a 
phenomenon of alternative appearance of two grades, traditionally called strong 
and weak, depending on some phonological or morphophonological environment. 
For Nganasan, consonant grade alternations are alternations between voiceless 
(strong in traditional terminology) and voiced ("weak") obstruents. The reflexes 
of gradation are given in table in ( 1) below: 
(1) 2 Gradation reflexes _(cf. Helims~ 1998, Tereshenko 1968'!1 l strong grade (voiceless) h t k s ~ c 
[weak grade (voiced) b 5 g j j j 
As we can see from the table, this alternation is basically obstruent v01cmg 
alternation. For the purposes of this paper, I will disregard other aspects of the 
alternations in question, such as place and manner of articulation of the reflexes, 
and concentrate on the alternation between the grades, so I will refer to the 
voiceless and voiced series of the consonants. 
1.1. Voicing of Intervocalic Obstruents 
We will now see how principles of Consonant Gradation are responsible for the 
distribution of obstruent voicing in the language. Intervocalically, obstruents are 
voiced if they are foot-initial, and voiceless if they are inside a foot. The data in 
(2) below, which use the 3rd person possessive singular suffix, illustrate this 
distribution. In the first word, ni"-tr 'his/her/its wife', the suffix-initial consonant is 
inside a foot, and it shows up as voiceless [t]. The same is true for the words for 
'his/her/its salmon', 'his/her/its caviar' and 'his/her/its tear' and others: the suffix-
initial consonant surfaces as voiceless [t] when it is foot-internal. 
Contrast this, for example, with the word jiitil-ou 'his/her/its hand', where the 
stem itself constitutes a foot. In this word, the suffix-initial consonant is foot-
initial, and it appears in its "weak" grade, i.e. as voiced [5]. The same 
generalization can be seen in words suu(fa;}-Ou 'his/her/its Jung', m;Jku-6u 
'his/her/its spine', the word for taa-6u 'his/her/its deer', and other words where 
the consonant of the suffix starts a foot. 
1 Nganasan, also known as Tawgy or Tawgy Samoyed, is a Uralic Samoyedic language, spoken by 
the north most ethnic group in Eurasia in Taimyr peninsula. About 1300 speakers (1989). The data 
in this talk is partly taken from source grammars (Helimsky 1998, Tereshenko 1979, Prokofiev 
1937) and subsequently checked with native speakers, and partly comes from field work on the 
language in March 2000 and October 2000. Most of the discrepancies between grammars and my 
field work are noted. 
2 Note on Transcription: IPA transcription for consonants, so palatal consonants will be 
transcribed as [c], [J], [i;:], etc., Prenasalized consonants are transcribed with a nasal homorganic 
superscript nasal, e.g. ["t] or [Dg]. Vowels: symbols traditional for Finnie linguistics: [i], [e], [ii] are 
front vowels; and [a], [u], [o], [;i] and [I] are non-front. 
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(2) Intervocalic [t]/[o] gradation, 3rd person possessive suffix -tV/-oV 
(nl-fi) 'his/her/its wife' 
(Jutii)-(Oli) 'his/her/its hand' 
(suu)(O;};})-(ou) 'his/her/its lung' 
(m;}ku)-(ou) 'his/her/its spine' 
(blnY)-(ou) 'his/her/its rope' 
(b;} )(IY-fi) 'his/her/its tear' 
(sela)-(ou) 'his/her/its fat' 
(Ja!Y)-(ol) 'his/her/its day' 
(IJuhu)-(ou) 'his/her/its mitten' 
(Jama)(oa-tu) 'his/her/its animal' 
( tlri)(mi-ti) 'his/her/its caviar' 
(taa)-(ou) 'his/her/its deer' 
(cimi)-(oi) 'his/her/its tooth' 
(Jlinl)-(oY) 'his/her/its older brother' 
(baku)(nu-tu) 'his/her/its salmon' 
(k;}i)-(oi) 'his/her/its side' 
(surii)-(Oli) 'his/her/its winter' 
(Jloru)(mu-tu) 'his/her/its copper' 
(ci"te)-(oi) 'his/her/its hill' 
(moo )(Ja-tu) 'his/her/its stub' 
The distribution of voicing is the same whether the gradating consonant starts 
a suffix or is inside a suffix. In (3) there is another example of the same voicing 
distribution with a similative suffix, where the gradating consonant ([k]/[g]) is in 
the second syllable of the suffix. The generalization about voicing distribution 
still holds: when the obstruent of the suffix is foot-initial, it is voiced, and when it 
is foot-internal, it is voiceless. 
(3) Intervocalic [k]/[g] gradation, similative suffix -rnkY/-r;}g! 
(ni-r;} )(gY) 'similar to a woman' (Jutii)-(r;}ki) 'similar to a hand' 
(bYnY)-(rnkY) 'similar to a rope' (suu)(O;};})-(r;}kl) 'similar to a lung' 
(taa)-(r;}kl) 'similar to a deer' (baku)(nu-r;})(gl) 'similar to salmon' 
(tlri)(mi-r;i )(gl) 'similar to caviar' (JlinY)-(r;ikY) 'similar to a brother' 
(k;i;i )(\i"-r;} )(gY) 'similar to a tear' (bi)-(rnkl) 'similar to a side' 
(jama)(oa-rn)(gY) 'similar to an animal' (IJuhu)-(r;}k!) 'similar to a mitten' 
The data in ( 4) below gives us yet another example of intervocalic obstruent 
voicing distribution in verbs rather than nouns that we saw before, with a 
participial suffix with [s]/ [t] alternation. Despite the morphological (nouns vs. 
verbs) difference, the generalization about consonant gradation is exactly the 
same: when an intervocalic [s] is foot initial, it voices, and when it is foot-internal 
it stays voiceless. 
(4) Intervocalic [s]/[J] gradation, participial suffix -jY/-sY 
(blti')-(ji) 'drink' (bua?)(t;}-sl) 'look up' 
(Jil;i)-(Ji) 'lift' (b;i)(oua?)(fa-sa) 'grow' 
(Jor;i)-(Ja) 'cry' (ho)(o;i?)(t;}-sa) 'write' 
(hot;} )-(Ja) 'write out' (Jorn )(l;i-sa) 'start crying' 
(bY)(oYr) (na"ti)-(Ji) 'be thirsty, want to drink' (bY)(oYp)(tY-sY) 'give to drink' 
1.2. Voicing of postconsonantal and coda obstruents 
We will now examine the distribution of voicing in obstruents that are not 
intervocalic. Nganasan obstruents after another consonant are always voiceless. In 
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(5), you see the same suffix as in (2), the 3rd person possessive suffix, but its 
obstruent always surfaces as voiceless [t] after consonant-final stems below, 
regardless of whether this obstruent is foot-initial or foot-internal: 
(5) Postconsonantal (always voiceless), 3rd person possessive suffix -tV/-oV 
(tar-tu) 'his/her/its hair' (kam-tu) 'his/her/its blood' 
(ka)(oar)-(tu) 'his/her/its light' (ma?-tu) 'his/her/its house' 
(bl?-tu) 'his/her/its water' (sir-tu) 'his/her/its ice' 
(he)(J!Jir)-(tu) 'his/her/its shaman's drum'(ni)(lu?)-(tu) 'his/her/its life' 
(hua?)-(tu) 'his/her/its fur overcoat' (so )(IJll)-(tu) 'his/her/its pillow' 
{oo)(ru?)-(tu) 'his/her/its cry' (bat]-tu) 'his/her/its dog' 
The same is true of coda obstruents: they are always voiceless in the language. 
In addition to appearing in their "strong" (i.e. voiceless) grade, coda obstruents in 
the language are neutralized to glottal stop3• The underlying place of articulation, 
however, is clear in forms where the obstruent is intervocalic, like the Accusative 
singular forms below: 
(6) Coda Obstruents (always voiceless, place neutralization to glottal stop) 
bl? (cf. Acc. Sg. bilJim with suffix-m and epenthesis) 'water' 
hua? (cf. Acc. Sg. hi:Jjim with suffix -m and epenthesis) 'fur overcoat' 
ma? (cf. Acc. Sg. ma pm with suffix -m and epenthesis) 'house' 
nilu? (cf. Acc. Sg. nilujim with suffix -m and epenthesis) 'life' 
ooru? (cf. Acc. Sg. oorugum with suffix -m and epenthesis) 'cry' 
kegu? (cf. Acc. Sg. kekulJum with suffix -m and epenthesis) 'fog' 
sinu? (cf. Acc. Sg. siniigiim with suffix -m and epenthesis) 'memory' 
hia? (cf. Acc. Sg. hiajim with suffix -m and epenthesis) 'oak' 
The two non-intervocalic positions, therefore, are never contrastive as far as 
obstruent voicing is concerned. The obstruents in postconsonantal and coda 
positions are voiceless. 
1.3. Obstruent Voicing in Word-Initial Position 
The only position where obstruent voicing is contrastive is word-initial position. 
Word-initial voicing of the obstruents is not predictable from any principle of 
Consonant Gradation (or any other principle, as far as I can see). The data in (7) 
illustrates this point: a word can start with either a voiced or a voiceless obstruent, 
even though all the word-initial obstruents are also, obviously, foot-initial. With 
that we have now seen the distribution of voicing of obstruents in all positions; 
the table in (8) summarizes the distribution. 
3 Interestingly enough, the only obstruents that do not get neutralized to glottal stop in the coda are 
labials. They are also invariably voiceless in the coda position and therefore comprise the 
alternation [h(w)] - [b] - [p]. 
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(7) Word-initial (contrastive voicing) 
jiihii 'sledge' 1ate 'stone' 
cehl 'nail' ~i~j~ 'tongue' 





8) Summary of voicing of obstruents 







Prosodic Position- ~- consonantal 
Foot-initial vcd vis 




oajpu 'dry wood' 
Word-Initial 
m!!'ll~WiL ~+;: "'j 
--
As table in (8) illustrates, obstruent voicing in all but one word/prosodic position 
is predictable. It seems reasonable to analyze the pattern of Nganasan consonant 
gradation as intervocalic lenition that is blocked in case an intervocalic obstruent 
is foot-internal. Obstruent voicing in the language is in complementary 
distribution everywhere but in word-initial position. Importantly, that position is 
the only one that has contrastive voicing of obstruents. 
2. No Suffix-Root Asymmetry 
It is also important that the lenition is crucially not a suffix versus root 
asymmetry, where consonants in suffixes would gradate (lenite) and the ones in 
the roots would not. In (9) we have an illustration of the same type of consonant 
alternations we saw before, but within roots. These are the examples which show 
the alternation between Nominative singular and plural. 
(9) Root-internal Grade Alternations - Nominative plural suffix 
Nom.sg. Norn.pl. Gloss 
a. (kuhu) (ku)(bu?) 'skin, hide' 
(basa) (ba)(ja?) 'iron' 
(ke0 te) (ke)cnde?) 'sledge' 
(l)Uta) (IJu)(oa?) 'berry' 
(m~ku) (m~)(ga?) 'back' 
(Jak~) (ja)(gii?) 'twin' 
b. (ka)(oar) (kata)(rn?) 'light' 
(he )(Jlj ir) (hensl)(rn?) 'shaman's drum' 
(bi'?) (br)(oi'?) 'water' 
(hu~?) (hfo)(Ji?) 'fur overcoat' 
( ci)(jar) ( cisa)(r~?) 'benefit' 
(ha)(Jir) (hasi)(r~?) 'fish-hook' 
(ho )(njir) (ho"~i)(rn?) 'edge, side' 
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The only difference between Nominative singular and plural in examples in (9a) 
is that in the plural, a glottal stop is added, thus closing the final syllable. The 
stems in (9b) have the final syllable closed in the singular (stems of this type are 
consonant-final stems). When a plural ending, the glottal stop, is added, the 
resulting complex coda is broken by an epenthetic vowel. The epenthesis changes 
the foot structure: singular kaiJar, for example, shows up as katar.,Jin the plural. 
Another example of the same type is in (10). It is an alternation between a 
noun and an adjective derived from it. The suffix that is added to a noun to create 
an adjective is a single vowel that takes on the features of the preceding vowel 
because of vowel harmony. When we add this derivational suffix, the prosodic 
structure is, again, changed. With vowel-final stems, we get a final CVV foot, and 
with consonant-·final stems, it adds an extra syllable. 
(10) Root-internal Grade Alternations - Denominal Adjective suffix -V 
Noun Adjective Gloss 
(basa) (ba)(Jaa) 'iron (noun) - iron (adj)' 
(ka)(5ar) (kata)(ra) 'light (noun)- light (adj)' 
(bi:?) (bi:)(Mi) 'water - watery, wet' 
(ci)(Jar) (cisa)(ra) 'benefit- beneficial' 
(satu) (sa)(5uu) 'clay (noun) - clay (adj)' 
(Jiite) (Jii)(5ea) 'stone (noun) - stone (adj)' 
(ni)(lu?) (nilu)(Ju) 'life - lively' 
(ma?) (masa) 'house - domesticated' 
The result is that the distribution of voicing of root obstruents is exactly as the 
distribution of voicing of suffix obstruents: they lenite if they are foot initial and 
intervocalic, and do not lenite otherwise. The local conclusion from these 
alternations is that Intervocalic Lenition applies the same way in roots as it does 
in suffixes: it is restricted by metrical structure, but not by morphological 
boundaries or morpheme identity (root versus suffix). 
3. Two Basic Models of Complementary Distribution 
Our observation so far is that the only position in the language where we do find 
contrastive voicing is word-initial position, in every other position the obstruent 
voicing is in complementary distribution. Logically, complementary distribution 
can be modeled in two distinct ways, regardless of the framework: 
Under the possible first model, principles of consonant gradation require that 
1) postconsonantal, coda and foot-internal consonants are voiceless (Fortition), 
and 2) intervocalic obstruents are voiced (Lenition). In this case, Consonant 
Gradation would override whatever underlying specifications obstruents have, 
leaving only word-initial consonants unaffected. Under this approach, there is no 
need to restrict underlying representations. Whatever the underlying voicing of 
the obstruents, they surface as voiced or voiceless according to the principles of 
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consonant gradation, and only word-initial obstruents will surface with their 
underlying voicing, because no constraint requires otherwise. 
Under another possible analysis, on the other hand, the consonant gradation 
principle only requires that intervocalic obstruents are voiced (this principle will, 
of course, be violated if the obstruent is not foot-initial). Consonant gradation 
adds [+voice] to intervocalic foot-initial obstruents, and does not affect obstruent 
voicing in any other position. Underspecified obstruents surface as voiceless, and 
specified word-initial obstruents surface with their underlying voicing. Notice that 
if this analysis is the right one, crucially there has to be a constraint on underlying 
representations, namely that only word-initial obstruents have underlying 
specification for voicing. 
4. Compounds 
Let us now consider another set of data, compounds, that helps us to decide which 
of the two possible basic analyses is correct. Now, why is this data so important? 
When a compound is formed, an obstruent that is word-initial (prespecified for 
voicing) in the lexicon becomes word-internal, which puts it in the right position 
to be affected by Consonant Gradation. If the first analysis is correct, and 
consonant gradation overrides any voicing prespecifications, the first obstruent of 
the second part of the compound should surface as either voiced or voiceless 
depending on its position in prosody (i.e. voiced if it is both foot-initial and 
intervocalic, and voiceless otherwise). 
If the second analysis is correct, and the principles of consonant gradation 
operate only on obstruents that are not specified for voicing underlyingly, the 
initial obstruent of the second root of the compound should surface with its 
underlying voicing specification, regardless of its position in prosody and whether 
or not it is intervocalic. 
It is important for our task to make sure that the initial obstruent of the second 
root can be in different prosodic positions, i.e. that the whole compound is one 
phonological word. Indeed, it seems to be the case that foot boundaries do not 
have to coincide with edges of the roots in the language: the footing is continuous 
throughout the compound. The evidence for analyzing a compound as one 
phonological word comes from two sources: from consonant gradation itself and 
from the pattern of stress assignment. 
4.1. Compounds as One Phonological Word 
The first piece of crucial data showing that compounds should be analyzed as one 
phonological word is in (l l). In the left column, the feet are assigned 
continuously from left to right, not respecting the morpheme boundaries. This 
footing gives us the correct reflex of the gradating consonants. The indicators are 
not, of course, root-initial consonants but the medial consonants of the second 
roots which we know adhere to the principles of consonant gradation. Thus, the 
word koba.Ja 'earring' (which is a compound of the word ko that means 'ear' and 
the word basa which means 'iron') shows the "weak", i.e. lenited grade of the 
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consonant s, indicates that this consonant is foot-initial. In the right column of 
(11) we see that if we were to start the footing anew with the second root, we 
would make the wrong predictions for the voicing of this consonant: the 
compound would surface as kobasa, with the non-lenited strong s. Therefore, 
reflexes of gradation of consonants inside the second root of the compounds 
establish that a compound is one phonological word. 
(11) Compounds (one phonological word, footing continuous) 
( ci"ip )(sin;} )(o;}ba)(ta) 'bracelet' *( crip )(sin;} )(0;} )(basa) 
{ciTpsin;}O;} 'wrist'+ basa 'iron') 
{h!a)(t;}ki)(oa) 'glove' *{h!a)(t;} )(kita) 
(hlaj;}'thumb' + kita 'cup') 
(koba)(ta) 'earring' *(ko )(basa) 
(ko 'ear'+ basa 'iron') 
(tama)(oal)o)(ga) 'insect' *(tama)(oa)(l)oka) 
(tamaoa 'animal'+ l)Oka 'numerous') 
(bi"?Jii)(bii) 'boat' *(bi?)(tiihii) 
(bi? 'water' + Jiihii 'sledge') 
This conclusion is supported by stress pattern of compounds compared with 
the stress pattern of words when they are not compounded. The examples in (12) 
illustrate the stress assignment pattern of the language. Primary stress is marked 
with double underlining, and secondary with single underlining. The first syllable 
of the words always receives primary stress, and 3rd, 5th and so on vocalic moras 
receive secondary stress. 
(12) Stress pattern in words in isolation (non-compounds) 4 




(t~ma )( o~) 'animal, 
{l),Qka) 'numerous' 
When a compound is formed, the stress is assigned exactly as if a compound is a 
monomorphemic word, i.e. there is only one primary stress, and, even more 
4 The stress pattern presented here (trochaic with main stress on the first foot) is the pattern of the 
Vadey dialect ofNganasan, and is historically original. The other dialect of the language, Avam, 
has a more complicated pattern of stress assignment: main stress is on the penultimate mora, with 
some retractions onto the antepenult from a schwa or [i], provided that the antepenultimate vowel 
is not itself a schwa. Secondary stress is trochaic, with feet assigned from left to right. That the 
stress assignment is continuous throughout the compound, however, is true of both dialects. 
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importantly, the initial vowel of the second root of the compounds does not have 
to be stressed at all. It receives stress only if the first root of the compound 
happens to contain an even number ofmoras. 
Again, in the right-hand column we see that if we were to assign stress to the 
two parts of the compound separately, we would get the wrong predictions for 
stress, as well as for the reflexes of the gradation. 
(13) Stress pattern in compounds (continuous stress assignment throughout) 
( CUp )(sina )(o~ba){J.!!) 'bracelet' *( CUp )(sin a)( O~)(b~sa) 
(cripsinafo 'wrist'+ basa 'iron') 
(h!g)(J~ki)(o.!!) 'glove' *(h~)(J~)(kita) 
{hlaja'thumb' + kita 'cup') 
(k,Qba)(J.!!) 'earring' *(kQ)(b~sa) 
(ko 'ear'+ basa 'iron') 
(rnma)(O.!!lJO)(g.!!) 'insect' *(rnma)(O.!!)(lJQ,ka) 
(Jamaoa 'animal'+ l)oka 'numerous') 
(bl"?Jil){b!!) 'boat' *(bX?)(J!lhil) 
(bl? 'water' + jilhil 'sledge') 
Both of these sets of data indicate that a compound is treated as one phonological 
word, and that we can look at compounds to see how obstruents that are word-
initial in the lexicon behave inside phonological words on the surface. The first 
consonant of the second root of the compound, therefore, can be found both foot-
initially and foot-internally. 
The compounds in (14) suggest that the voicing of the consonant that we are 
interested in does not depend on any principles of consonant gradation. It surfaces 
with underlying voicing regardless of its prosodic position. In the word for 
'alcohol' which is a compound of a word bi"tr 'drink' and the word kosii meaning 
'dry', the second root of the compound surfaces as voiceless [k] rather than 
voiced [g], even though it is both intervocalic and foot-initial. In the word bi"'ljiibii 
'boat' (compound of bi"'l 'water' and jiihii 'sledge'), the first obstruent of the 
second root appears after a consonant (glottal stop), and it is foot-internal. Yet, it 
does not get devoiced, and surfaces as palatal voiced stop [J]. It does not get 
devoiced, even though it is not only foot-internal but also postconsonantal. And, 
of course, both of these positions are the positions for voiceless, or "strong" grade 
of obstruents. Apparently, therefore, there is no fortition condition that overrides 
the underlying voicing specification of this consonant. 
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(14) Compounds (underlying voicing preserved) 
(jiltii )(basa) 'ring' 
(jiltii 'hand'+ basa 'iron') 
(huaa)(jiltii) 'branch' 
(h"aa 'tree' + Jiltii 'hand') 
(bY?Jil)(bii) 'boat' *(bY?su)(bil) 
(bi? 'water' + Jilhil 'sledge') 
(basa)(cimi) 'shovel' *(basa)(jimi) 
(basa 'iron'+ cimi 'tooth') 
(blti')(kosil) 'alcohol' *(bHY)(gosil) 
(biU 'drink' + kosil 'dry') 
(hilJhi)(t;};})(bu) 'dawn' *(hilJhi)(O;};})(bu) 
(hilJhi 'night' + t;};}bU 'tail') 
(ko,\)(silo )(kou)( oaj)(kaa) 'snake' *(ko,\)(silo )(gou)(oaj)(kaa) 
(koi\silo 'worm'+ kouoajkaa 'long') 
(lJolJhu)(?aJep)(tl) 'badmouth, gossip' *(IJolJhu)(?asep)(tr) 
(t]olJhu?a 'bad'+ Jeptr 'lip') 
The bottom line is that the language can have a voiced obstruent foot-
internally even when it is intervocalic, but only if this voicing is also present in 
the input. However, there are no words, outside the compounds, that have 
specification for voicing anywhere but word-initially. These facts suggest that 
consonant gradation operates only on obstruents that are underspecified for 
voicing underlyingly, and cannot override voicing specifications. The second 
analysis of the phenomenon is correct. The following generalization about 
underlying representations becomes apparent: all and only word-initial consonants 
in the language are specified for voicing underlyingly. 
5. Borrowings 
What does this pattern tell us about the Richness of the Base Hypothesis? It is 
clear that we have a generalization about underlying representations, but we also 
have to make sure that the language cannot have inputs without the first obstruent 
specified for voicing (and inputs with voicing specifications anywhere but on the 
word-initial obstruent), not just that the language does not have such inputs. In 
other words, we have to show that this principle is an active constraint on 
underlying representation, rather than merely a coincidence or historical 
epiphenomenon. To do that, we will now consider borrowings from Russian, 
which are a potential source of voicing specifications word-internally. 
Examples of the borrowings are in (15) below. In the Russian word for 
"weather" (which means "bad weather" in Nganasan), there are two voiced 
obstruents, one of which, [g], is foot-internal. It is borrowed into Nganasan as 
poko6a, with the foot-internal obstruent as voiceless [k]. The voicing of the 
word-initial obstruent of the source word is preserved. The same is true for all the 
obstruents in the borrowings: obstruent voicing of the source language is 
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preserved always and only word-initially, and the voicing of all word-internal 
obstruents depends on principles internal to Nganasan, in no way reflecting the 
voicing in Russian words. 
(15) Borrowings (contrastive voicing only word-initially) 
ooroga 'paved road' from Russian /doroga/ 'road' 
pokooa 'bad weather' from Russian /pogoda/ 'weather' 
hapriga 'factory' from Russian /fabrika/ 'factory' 
cemnooa 'darkness' from Russian /~emnota/ 'darkness' 
bolka 'Volga' (proper name) from Russian /volga/ 'Volga' 
kapigillY 'holidays' from Russian /kaJikuli/ 'holidays' 
salta? 'soldier, police' from Russian /soldat/ 'soldier' 
\:irooa 'orphan' from Russian Jsiirota/ 'orphan' 









We already know from the compound data that the language does not change the 
underlying voiced obstruents into voiced on the surface, but rather only regulates 
the voicing of obstruents that are underspecified for voicing in the input, leaving 
the specified obstruents with their underlying voicing. The voicing of word-
internal obstruents in the borrowings, however, is predictable and not contrastive. 
It follows, therefore, that the borrowings' underlying representations (and 
crucially not the surface representations) are adjusted to "keep" the obstruent 
voicing of the source language only word-initially, and to lack voicing 
prespecifications in all other positions. 
6. Conclusion 
The natural conclusion is that the language restricts its vocabulary. Nganasan 
inputs have to be constrained in at least one way: all and only word-initial 
obstruents must be specified for voicing underlyingly. Sets of data from 
compounding and borrowings, taken together, show us that the constraint on 
contrastive voicing is an active requirement on underlying representations. This 
data and analysis provide a clear counterexample to the Richness of the Base 
hypothesis. 
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